STUDENT CLUB TO HOLD RALLY TOMORROW NIGHT.

"Don't Feed the Animals," a one-act comedy sponsored and enacted by George Lewis' high school dramatics class, will be the many amusing features of the Student Association rally tomorrow at Dining Hall I from 7:30 P.M.

Open to young people of college age and over, the rally will include community singing, college yells, folk and social dancing, addresses and refreshments.

To correct some misinformation circulated through the City, it was pointed out by the rally committee that the Student Association has been recently organized by a group of college students and alumni to maintain collegiate interests and spirit among the former students of all American universities and colleges, including the University of California, Stanford, College of the Pacific, various State and junior colleges, Santa Clara, St. Mary's, University of Southern California and others. The membership is open to all residents of high school. This non-religious club is expected to be affiliated with organizations of similar purpose throughout the nation.

USE GATES. DON'T CLIMB OVER FENCES.

Informers, chiefs of the Information Division of the Regional WRA Office in San Francisco, stopped at the City last Wednesday for a 3-day visit before continuing his trip to Washington, D.C.

Bates showed keen interest in the activities of the local Project Reports Division, and praised the magazine "Trek."

"It is the best magazine put out so far by any relocation center in my opinion," he commented.

Formerly a "Washington correspondent for the Los Angeles Daily News," he was in charge of information activities of the Pacific Federal Security Agency before he accepted his present position.

USE GATES. DON'T CLIMB OVER FENCES.

"Every day our community of Topaz is assuming more of a city-like complexion," declared Tom Takaki, foreman of the Landscapes Department. "Within the last few days the construction of a unified gravel walk system has been started. This system will not only aid in the beautification of the City, but will also serve to minimize the muddy conditions during the rain and snow seasons."

With the anticipated completion of ground grading work, gravel, obtained from a deposit 5 miles north-west of Topaz, will be spread between all the buildings to form door-to-door pathways.

First to have its pathways completed is Block 5.

USE GATES. DON'T CLIMB OVER FENCES.

A surplus of approximately $200 from the $600 Holiday Season Committee Fund was revealed at Rec 33 last night in a meeting of 30 residents representing various local groups. It was reported by the committee that this sum resulted from the initial contribution of $186 made by resident evacuees employed outside the Project. The surplus was turned over to the Community Activities Section.

Caucasian friends contributed $55 to the fund, it was announced.